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GENERALIZATION OF THE SUM FORMULA OF EULER-MACLAURIN 
The first paper of this series has treated the sums SJ, and M~ [1] 
according to an extension of a method due to G. N. WATSON. The sums 
are 2) 
(2.1) 
and 
(2.2) M~= f nTcot< 1'n(~ +y). 
n- A+l P 
Watson's method is satisfactory for the determination of the asymptotic 
behavior of these sums for T = 0. Unfortunately, the computations are so 
complicated that it is impractical to treat the cases for which T > 0 by 
his method. A variation of the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula will be 
established which will treat these more complicated cases in a simple 
fashion. 
One form of the Euler-Maclaurin formula may be written, for A and B 
integers, as 
) f /(n)= Jt(x)dx+i{f(B)-f(A)} 
(2.3) n-A A + ± (-)•+~B"{/<2s-1) (B)-j<2s-1) (A)}-Rk 
s-1 (2s). 
where 
B 
Rk= JIP*2k+1 (B+I-x) j<2k+ll(x)dx (2k+l)! . 
A 
1 ) This paper is the second of three on the asymptotic behavior of trigonometric 
sums which have been written with the kind assistance of Dr. J. G. VANDER CoRPUT 
of the University of California at Berkeley. The author is therefore indebted to the 
National Science Foundation, Washington, U.S.A., which has awarded grant 
number NSF-Gl884 to Professor VAN DER CoRPUT to facilitate his researches. 
2 ) These sums are numbered (1.6 and (1.7) in the first paper.) 
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In this expression <p!(u) is the nth Bernouilli function with period one, 
which, in the open interval from zero to one, is equal to the Bernouilli 
polynomial <p,(u). This relation may be obtained upon integrating by 
parts the integral 
B 
(2.4) f <pf (B + l- x) f'(x) dx. 
A 
To extend the usefulness of this formula (2.3) I introduce two arbitrary 
real numbers £¥ and {3, and use the Be.rnouilli polynomials instead of the 
periodic Bernouilli functions. The advantage is that I may choose £¥ and {3 
in such a way that the evaluation of the derivatives of f(x) is simplified. 
The desired more general formula is 
(2.5) 
where 
A+8 B+8 
R I 9'h+dA+I-x)f(h+ll(x)dx+ I 9'*h+t(B+I-x)f(h+ll(x)dx h+I = (h+I)! (h+I)! 
A-" A+8 
B-{J 
+ I 9'h+I (B+I-x) f(h+Il (x) dx 
(h+I)! • 
B+8 
This formula holds under the following assumptions: 
l. B-A is a positive integer; h is an integer, non-negative. 
2. 0.;;;;0.;;;;1. 
3. £¥ and {3 are arbitrary real numbers. 
4. f(x) is h+ l times continuously differentiable in the interval 
Min (A-£¥, A+O, B-{J).;;;;x.;;;; Max (A-£¥, B+O, B-{3). 
5. The sum is extended over the numbers A+l,A+2, ... ,B. 
The terms occurring in (2.5), apart from the remainder term Rh+v are 
independent of 0. Therefore if (2.5) holds for values of 0 lying between 
zero and one, then the remainder term Rh+l also is independent of 0 in 
the interval 0 < 0 < l. The remainder is a continuous function of 0 so that 
the formula (2.5) holds not only in the open interval 0<0< l, but even 
in the closed interval 0.;;;;0.;;;; l. Consequently, without loss of generality, 
one may suppose that 0 < e < l in the proof that follows. 
To prove that the integral 
A+B 
J = I 9'h+dA+I-x) f(h+ll(x)dx 
1 (h+l)! 
A-"' 
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can be written in the form 
one integrates by parts the integral 
A+ll 
It= f !f11 (A+ 1-x) f'(x) dx. 
A-<> 
This yields 
A+8 
(2.7) 11 =rp1(1-8) f(A+8)-rp1(~X+l) f(A-~X)+ f f(x) dx. 
A-a 
Integrating by parts h times the other way, one obtains 
(2.8) 
These two formulae together yield the relation (2.6). 
Treating in the same way the integral 
B-{J 
f rp1(B+l-x)f'(x)dx 
B+8 
one writes the integral 
in the form 
(2.9) 
B-{J 
Ja= J IPh+dB+I-x)j<h+l>(x)dx 
(h+I)! 
B+6 
Finally, one writes the integral 
B+6 
J = J q;*h+t (B+I-x) j<h+l>(x) dx 
2 (h+I)! 
A+8 
in the form 
(2.10) 
This formula, combined with (2.6) and (2.9)', yields the required relation 
(2.5). 
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To prove (2.10) one writes the integral 
B+O B-A+1-0 
12 = f cp{(B+1-x)f'(x)"7 f cp{(y)f'(B+1-y)dy 
A+8 1-6 
as a sum of the corresponding integrals 
(2.11) l1L cp{(y) f'(B+ 1-y) dy+ B:~: 1 1+1cp{(y) f'(B+ 1-y) dy B-A+1-0 
+ f cp{(y)f'(B+1-y)dy. 
B-A 
The first integral is equal to 
1 1 
(2.12) f cp{(y)f'(B + 1- y)dy= - t f(B)- cp1(1- O)f(B + 0) + f f(B + 1- y)dy, 
1-6 1-8 
since cp{( 1-0) = cp1 ( 1 - 0) in the interval 0 < 0 < l. The last integral in 
(2.11) has the value 
B-A+1-0 
) 
f cp{(y)f'(B+1-y)dy=-cp1(1-0)f(A+0) 
B-A (2.13) B-A+l-0 
-tf(A+1)+ f f(B+1-y)dy. 
B-A 
For each positive integer m < B -A - 1, one finds 
(2.14) 
m+1 
) 1 cp{(y) f'(B+1-y) dy= --_t f(B-m) 
m+1 
-t f(B+ 1-m)+ f f(B+ 1-y) dy. 
m 
Upon adding (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14), there results 
B B-A+1-8 
12=- ! f(n)-cp1(1-0) /(B+0)+cp1(1-0) f(A+O)+ f f(B+1-y) dy, 
n=A+1 1-6 
where the last integral is equal to 
B+8 
f f(x) dx. 
A+O 
Integrate now 12 by parts the other way to obtain 
B+8 h 
I = f IP*MdB+l-x) f!h+I> (x) dx+ "" IP*s+dl-0) j!•> (A+ 0) 
2 (h+I)! ~1 (s+I)! 
.A+O s-
- i IP*s+dl-0) j!•>(B+O) 
s=1 (s+I)! ' 
which yields (2.10) and therefore establishes (2.5). 
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Formula (2.5) gives, for large positive values of p, reasonably simple 
asymptotic expansions for the sums S~ and M~. They are 
B a+• S~= 1 nT cscW n(!!: +y )~ pT+l J (y-y)T csc(t) n.y dy 
n-A+l P a+!. 
+ ..!_ ~' IPs+de+r+I) mln..g',sl (T) (a+v-y)T-r Dt+s-r esc n(a+v) 
nt :=:o (s+I)p• T .-=o r (s-r)! a 
-]__~I IPs+l(.u+r+I) mln..g',s) (T) (a+-1-y)T-r Dt+s-r esc n(a+A.) 
nt :=:o (s+l)p• T .-=o r (s-r)! a 
and 
+ ..!_ i' IPs+de+r+I) mlnf,sl (T) (a+v-y)T-r Dt+s-r cot n (a+v) 
nt s~o Hs+I)p• T r~o r (s-r)! a 
_ ..!_ ~' IPs+d.u+r+.l) mln~.·•J (T) (a+-1-y)T-r Dt+•-r cot n (a+ A.). 
nt :=:o (s+l)p•-7 /;:0 r (s-r)! a 
In these expansions I have chosen 
A=A.p+,u, 
ex= ,u+r, and f3=e+r. 
T y=a+-, p 
A suitable choice of these parameters, with the formulae above, permits 
the calculation of the sums S~ and M~ without too much difficulty. The 
formula (2.5), of course, finds application to many functions other than 
those treated in this paper. 
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